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Welcome to a New Week of
Empowerment with Next Stage

Communications!
Here's Your Weekly Opportunities to Elevate Your

Speaking & Business Skills to the Next Stage

Get ready to ignite your speaking and entrepreneurial
journey with us!

Your Go-To Weekly Digest for Unleashing Potential
At Next Stage Communications, we believe every week brings
new opportunities to shine brighter. 
Whether you're crafting speeches that captivate, writing
words that inspire, or coaching with a transformative touch,
our weekly guide is your secret weapon.

What's New This Week?
 Over 30 Complimentary Business Building assets
right here: https://jensenal--
checkingout.thrivecart.com/toolbox-giveaway/
Some changes to our programming - Open Mic
Speakers Club remains available to members and guests
four times a week
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No more "Office Hours" - Due to a lack of participation,
the Office Hours events have been cancelled. Members
will be able to schedule one-on-one coaching time to
continue their business development coaching. Here's the
link to schedule your business development coaching
call: https://nextstagecommunications.com/rockstar-
virtual-speaker-coaching/
Treasure Trove of Special Gifts: No longer listed in this
newsletter. Next week, we'll announce a special link to
gain access to the special offers and gifts we've become
known for.
Check out our full weekly event calendar for all the
details on event times, dates, and links: Next Stage
Communications Weekly Event Calendar

Together, let's make this journey an exhilarating climb to new
peaks in speaking and business excellence.

Are You Ready to Shine?
Special Invitation for Non-Members!
Not part of our Next Stage Speaker Enrichment Academy yet?
No worries! We're thrilled to offer you a "Complimentary
Access" pass. Attend up to 3 of our events at no cost and
experience firsthand how we can refine your message and
amplify your voice. It's all about practice, polish, and
professional guidance!

Have a request for a training session topic, or some news you’d like to share??
Please send your information to: Al@NextStageCommunications.com

I’m looking forward to seeing YOU on the Next Stage!

Al Jensen - THE Speaker & Entrepreneur Talent Developer

Next Stage Communications
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